Abstract: With ETM+ data (Nantai Island Fuzhou), several fusion algorithms (PCA, MLT, Brovey Transform, HIS) have been applied in image fusion. After image fusion, some criterions (Spectral fidelity, High spatial frequency information gain, and Classification accuracy, Etc.) have been utilized to evaluate the effect of fusion. Based on the fusion image, unsupervised classification and sequential accuracy assessment have been applied to it. According to the experiment result mentioned above, the paper provides a methodology reference of image fusion to user.
Introduction
Data Fusion is one of the hotspots of remote sensing research. In recent years, domestic and foreign scholars have made a number of remote sensing classical fusion algorithms, such as: a variety of ratios and weighted multiplication, Brovey transformation, high-pass filtering, HIS transformation, principal component analysis and wavelet transform fusion method, and these methods improved algorithms. In this study, March 4, 2001 in Fuzhou Nantai Island ETM + remote sensing images based on data, using principal component analysis (PCA), the product of method (MLT), Brovey HIS transform and transform different spatial resolution based on the same band sensors ( That panchromatic and multispectral bands) fusion experiment, and unsupervised image classification and evaluation of the classification accuracy fused to analyze the effects of different fusion algorithms ETM + remote sensing image classification accuracy.
Main Fusion Algorithm
Principal component analysis (PCA) is a multi-dimensional (multi-band) on the basis of the statistical characteristics of orthogonal linear transformation, mathematically known as K-L transform [1] . After PCA image fusion includes two of the original image with high spatial resolution and high spectral resolution characteristics, retained the original image of the high-frequency information, detailed features of its objectives clearer, more abundant spectral information [2] . Specific steps using principal component analysis fusion method [3] as follows:
1) Calculation participation n-band multi-spectral image fusion of the correlation matrix; 2) calculated by the correlation matrix eigenvalues λi and eigenvectors ζi (i = 1, ..., n);
3) The characteristic values according to descending order of that λ1> λ2> ...> λn, eigenvectors ζi also make corresponding changes; 4) calculated principal component video: PCk = Σi = 1ndiζik (1) Where: k main components of ordinal numbers (k = 1, ..., n); PCk main component; i is input bands; n is the total number of bands in multispectral images; di data value i band multispectral images; ζik feature vector matrix elements in the i rows and k columns, after the above principal component, the first principal component variance of the maximum image which contains a lot of information (mainly the spatial information), while the spectral information is the main image stored in the other components .
5) The spatial registration of the panchromatic image with the first principal component as histogram matching; 6) panchromatic image histogram matching generated instead of the first principal component, and compare it with the rest of the main components of the inverse transform principal component analysis, to obtain high-resolution multi-spectral image fusion.
MLT (Multiplication) algorithm is a high resolution image pixels on each band respectively on the low resolution image corresponding to the pixel multiplied, thereby improving the spatial resolution of low-resolution images. Its expression is:
Where: BMLTi is through the i-th band MLT method after fusion, B lowi resolution image for the i-th band of low spatial, B high high-resolution image space. Since the product of the gray value image is too large, and therefore take the product of the square root. a and b are weighting coefficients, practical applications May be needed for different bands normalized weighting of a, b takes different weights, but in order to make the results representative, using affirmative treatment in this study.
Brovey transform fusion method is relatively simple fusion method, it is displayed as an image RGB color multi-spectral bands normalized, high resolution panchromatic and multispectral images of red, green, and blue band of the respective proportion multiplied complete fusion [4] . Holding high-resolution image space texture, better able to edge out the difference between different land types. The formula is: In image processing, often applied color coordinate system (or color space) there are two kinds: the three primary colors (RGB) space; HIS color system (Munsell color system). In general, the image of the RGB color space is not fusion, and HIS systems on the contrary, it clearly illustrates the characteristics of the particular color channel. In color science, usually called the space to transform HIS HIS space conversion from RGB, the formula is:
Where: I represents brightness of the color, all the energy and spatial information mainly reflects the image reflected image feature included, corresponding to the image of the ground resolution; H represents chroma, refers to the composition of the primary color wavelength, red, green blue proportion determined; S represents the saturation, the purity of the representative color, H and S represents the spectral resolution of the image [6] .
That is the reverse transformation from the HIS space to RGB color space conversion, called RGB conversion, the formula is:
Fusion use HIS transformation, the first multi-spectral image use HIS conversion from RGB to HIS space transform the system, while the single-band high-resolution image through gray stretch, so that the mean and variance of gray and HIS space the luminance component of the image similar to the image to increase 2 between a correlation and suppress flare effect; then stretched panchromatic image as a new generation of the luminance component into the HIS, are transformed restored to the original space .
Fusion Experimental Results Analysis and Evaluation
In this paper, Fuzhou has over 2001 registration ETM + images were fused by the above method, the results shown in Figure 1 . Evaluate the effects of fusion, are generally subjective evaluation and objective evaluation. Subjective evaluation is analyzed by visual effects; objective evaluation using image maps for analysis and evaluation, usually from the spectral fidelity, root mean square deviation aspects (Root Mean Square Error, RMSE), the degree of integration of high frequency information, etc. comprehensive quantitative analysis and evaluation.
The contents of subjective evaluation of the following: whether the fusion image registration; fused images overall color is the same with natural color; Analyzing Fusion overall image brightness, contrast, if appropriate; integration of image texture and color information is rich, spatial information is lost; fusion whether the reduced image sharpness, edge feature image is clear [7] . From the visual effects in Figure 1 to see the sheets of image maps, a variety of integration methods to improve the visual effect of the original panchromatic image and multi-band composite image as a whole. As shown in Table 1 below:  Table 1 Figure 2 Mean luminance contrast original image and fusion image Table 2 and Figure 2 show: Means and closer to the original image Brovey law, RMSE minimum value, indicating Brovey fusion of the spectrum of the original image caused by distortion of the minimum; RMSE value of the product of the largest law shows its spectral distortion caused by the largest; the first three bands PCA fusion method and the mean is closer to the original image, RMSE values centered, indicating that PCA fusion method can better retain the spectral information; information on spectral distortion is less than the product of HIS fusion method, but greater than PCA method .
Integration of high-resolution images into the texture information through the integration of the correlation coefficient between the image and the high resolution image to determine [8] , and with the average correlation coefficient and RMSE to measure. The average value of the correlation coefficient, the smaller the RMSE deviation, the more into the high-resolution information. Table 3 bands fused image and the original image with the Pan-band correlation coefficient Table 3 and Figure 3 shows: MLT fusion image, Brovey HIS fusion image fusion and image correlation is relatively high, indicating that the fusion of these three images are effectively integrated into the high-resolution image information. Among them, the highest correlation HIS image, RMSE only 0.1157, followed by the MLT, RMSE is 0.1437.
Image Classification
In this paper, respectively, using the above method of generating different fusion fusion image maps unsupervised classification results shown in Figure 4 . To further validate the accuracy of classification, to establish the accuracy of estimation error matrix. Error matrix generated using pixel sampling when sampling is required to determine the sampling points and the sampling method, to determine the pixel-by-point reference (actual) category. Experimental support in ERDAS Imagine 8.7, the use classification module (Classifier) in the Accuracy Assessment function random sampling point by point and then determine the reference category. Reference category is determined using land-use maps and visual interpretation combined, point by point to accurately determine the sampling points, and then do the evaluation were obtained to assess the accuracy of the preliminary classification error matrix diagram, and calculates the error matrix based on the overall accuracy and Kappa coefficient [9] , as shown in table 4 and Figure 5 .
Kappa analysis is a multivariate statistical method to evaluate the classification accuracy, Kappa coefficient represents assessment and classification error than to reduce the proportion of completely random assortment production. The total difference between precision and accuracy Kappa coefficient is used only a total number of cells located on the diagonal, and the Kappa coefficient takes into account both the diagonal correctly classified pixels, but not on the diagonal into account a variety of drain points and misclassification error. 
Conclusion
Fusion use ETM + images for automatic classification can significantly improve the classification accuracy, because the use of homologous integration of image sensors to be classified, to avoid the image sensor parameters heterologous fusion exists, and registration phase differences may lead to a series of classification reduced accuracy factors. Fusion image classification accuracy is not only affected by the spectral fidelity, but also affected to some extent the high frequency spatial information into the degree. Therefore, in selecting Fusion Algorithm for classification, and comprehensive consideration of these two factors. Multi-spectral information fusion and PCA fusion method Brovey more reserved, but HIS fusion method, MLT fusion method and Brovey integration into the law of large high-resolution information. Therefore, considering the spectral fidelity, high-frequency and spatial information into the classification accuracy of these factors, it can initially considered: Brovey fusion method for ETM + image fusion can better achieve enhanced visual effects and improve the classification accuracy to identify, PCA fusion method for improving the accuracy of the classification of the contribution ranked second, while the classification results HIS fusion method and MLT fusion method is relatively weak.
